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Taxation 
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“We had a route laid out, after consulting with a tax accountant we were told 

that if selling to a family member we cannot use our capital gains exemption. 

When selling to a third party, we can. I find that quite unsettling, as a small 

business owner we sacrifice a lot of time and effort. The capital gains exemption 

is part of our retirement plan. Not to be able to make use of that when trying to 

keep the business in the family does not seem fair.” - Dairy equipment 

manufacturer, British Columbia 

We recommend that the government change the 

tax rules to ensure that the sale of a small business to family members is treated in a similar 

manner as a sale to a third party.

Which of the following tax measures would you most like to see addressed in the next federal budget? (Select as 
many as apply) (% response) 

77

75

64

62

59

58

4

Make it as easy for a business owner to sell to their children
as it is to sell to a third party

Reduce personal income taxes

Reduce the Small Business corporate tax rate

Reduce the general corporate tax rate (now 15%)

Exempt spouses from new income splitting rules

Create additional tax incentives to reward investment
spending or employment growth

Other
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Which of the following tax measures would you most like to see addressed in the next federal budget? By sector 
(% response) 

Make it as easy for a business owner to sell to their children as it is to sell to a third party  

We strongly recommend that the 

government reject any proposals to increase the capital gains inclusion rate.
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we recommend that the government 

implement an EI credit which effectively lowers the rate for small businesses and is 

automatically applied by CRA to businesses under a certain payroll threshold.

How will the increase in the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) affect your business? (Select as many as apply) (% 
response) 

 

 

5

6

7

8

17

31

38

46

70

Other

Future seniors would have more income to spend in my business

No effect

Don't know

Will reduce the need to offer alternative retirement savings plans
in my business (e.g. Group RRSP, pension plan, etc.)

Will need to reduce work hours for my staff

Will decrease the number of employees in my business

Will have to reduce investments in my business

Will increase pressure on my business to freeze/cut salaries
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“As a result of minimum wage increase which also made the CPP, EI & WSIB go 

up so my business is suffering. My customer's wallets are also smaller for the 

same reason which means they SPEND LESS in my restaurant, as a result, 

causing an even larger issue of lost revenue. CPP going up might just be the nail 

in the coffin for my business which has the payroll sitting at 43% of sales as it 

stands now.” – Restaurant, Ontario 

 

 This could continue to be gradually reduced over time so that there is a 

50/50 split in EI contributions between employees and employers.

we ask that the 

government ensure that EI-overcontributions are refunded to employers who hire workers 

who switch jobs and end up paying more than the maximum EI annual premiums.

Should costs increase due to the expansion of sick leave benefits, the government should 

ensure that they are offset for small employers to avoid any negative impacts on hiring, 

especially at a time when other payroll taxes, such as CPP, are also going up.

Helping small businesses go green 

“What is the point of living if the environment is ruined. It is our responsibility to 

protect for future generations.” - Retailer, Ontario 
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we recommend that the government 

introduce a green renovation tax credit for SMEs to help reduce the costs of implementing 

environmentally friendly measures. The government should also help educate business 

owners about other actions or steps they can take to reduce their carbon footprint through 

websites and social media, as well as industry associations and publications. 

Bringing more fairness to carbon pricing 

As such, 

we recommend the government exempt natural gas, propane, and aviation fuel used by 

farmers for farming activities.  
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% distribution of federal fuel charges and support payments 

we recommend: 

1. The government allocates an equal share of the revenues between households and 

businesses to better reflect the share of taxes being paid by each. 

2. That programs created to distribute incentives should be designed to better reflect 

the realities and needs of small businesses, ensuring that they do not include high 

minimum spend requirements, and complicated and lengthy paperwork in order to 

apply. 

50
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Net Fuel charges paid Incentive and support
payments

Non-households*

Households

Estimates combined for SK, MB, ON, NB, 2019-20 to 2022-23
* Includes businesses, municipal, education, healthcare, non-profit and indigenous 
communities sectors; excludes Output-Based Pricing System participants

Sources: CFIB estimates based on data from Federal Climate Plan, Finance Canada, 
University of Calgary School of Public Policy

Businesses (7%)
Other (3%)
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Tax on split income 

To help reduce the 

administrative burden and recognize the important informal and formal contributions of 

spouses, we recommend the government fully exempt them from the rules on income 

splitting.  

Passive investment income 

 One member in Newfoundland and Labrador who owns several franchise 

restaurant locations, told us he will be facing a tax bill of $80,000 more per year 

due to the changes. This is despite using his passive investment income to 

renovate his businesses; every five years the franchisor requires him to 

undertake minor renovations, and every ten years he must undergo major 

renovations. These cost upwards of several million dollars, therefore he uses the 

investments to fund the renovations, as well as help him secure additional loans 

from the bank by showing he has liquidity in his business. 
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we recommend that the government grandfather 

passive investments that were held prior to the new rules coming into effect in 2019.  

We ask that the 

government not move forward with a new excise tax of 10% on boats and other vehicles 

valued over $100,000. 

“This [tax] will result in a decrease in sales in our industry. As a result, job losses 

in many small businesses will be expected across the country. A decline in boat 

sales will also mean a decrease in GST/HST (or QST in Quebec) revenues, not to 

mention that the revenues from a so-called "luxury" added tax will necessarily 

be less than projected.” – Marine sport retailer, New Brunswick 

 

As such, we encourage the government to apply sales 

taxes to international online service providers who sell to Canadian consumers. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1999-10-31-9910300436-story.html
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The government should work to ensure that the Canada 

Border Services Agency properly collects sales taxes and import duties from all couriers, 

including Canada Post, to keep the playing field level between international and Canadian 

companies.

government 

should review the rules used to define passive versus active business income and eliminate 

the five employee rule. 

Government finances 

We 

recommend that the government put in place a plan to return to balanced budgets within 

the next five years.  
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https://www.copenhageneconomics.com/dyn/resources/Publication/publicationPDF/9/379/1488463673/copenhagen-economics-2017-e-commerce-imports-into-canada-sales-tax-and-customs-treatment.pdf
https://www.copenhageneconomics.com/dyn/resources/Publication/publicationPDF/9/379/1488463673/copenhagen-economics-2017-e-commerce-imports-into-canada-sales-tax-and-customs-treatment.pdf
https://www.budget.gc.ca/efu-meb/2019/docs/statement-enonce/toc-tdm-en.html
https://www.budget.gc.ca/efu-meb/2019/docs/statement-enonce/toc-tdm-en.html
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How should the federal government be dealing with deficits? (Select one answer only) (% response) 

CPP Integration 

1

2

3

4

6

7

14

63

Aim to balance the budget within the next 5 years mainly
through increases in taxation

Deficits are not a concern to my business, the government
should increase spending

Stay on current spending/taxation course

Other

Don't know

Aim to balance budget in less than 5 years using any means
possible

Aim to balance the budget within the next 5 years with equal
parts taxation growth and spending restraint

Aim to balance the budget within the next 5 years mainly
through spending restraint
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Additional federal government employer contributions to CPP/QPP because of non-integration with pension 
plans (in millions of $) 

We urge the government and public sector unions to negotiate CPP integration through 

collective bargaining or ensure that it is imposed for all federal public sector defined benefit 

pension plans.   

Credit cards 

it is important that the Code of Conduct is regularly updated to 

keep pace with emerging technologies and new industry players
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Credit card processing fees should not 
be applied on sales tax (GST/PST/HST) collected in my business (Select one for each line) (% response) 

We urge the government to act on ending these unfair fees, as well as ending processing 

fees on returns. CFIB will be happy to work with government officials to determine the best 

way that this could be done.  

 

 “Not only do we collect it [HST] and do the work involved for the paperwork, 

another 13% of our fees through our Point of Sale provider for credit card fees 

are completely tied to the HST going through it.” – Auto mechanic, Ontario 

 

Red tape 

Strongly agree, 
62

Somewhat 
agree, 15

Somewhat 
disagree, 3

Strongly 
disagree, 3

Don't know/Not 
applicable, 17
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Cost of red tape (in billion 2017 dollars, Canada)   

Red Tape Reduction Act

We recommend that the government broaden the scope of the Act by:  

(1) Applying it to all departments and government agencies, including regulations 

related to tax and tax administration which are currently exempt. 

 

 Expanding it to include costs imposed on all citizens, not just business. 

(3) Applying it broadly to government requirements, wherever they may be found. 

 

26

10

2017

Necessary cost of regulation

Cost of red tape

Red tape accounts for $10 billion of 
the total cost of regulation to 
Canadian businesses (about 30% of 
cost of regulation)
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(4) Expanding the scope of the law to apply more generally to all regulatory 

compliance costs as opposed to those specifically associated with the 

administrative burden. The Red Tape Reduction Act should apply regardless of 

where requirements are found. 

We recommend that the 

government develop a simple measure (such as regulatory requirements) to assess how 

many rules there are in legislation, regulation, policy, and guidance documents and report it 

publicly on a regular basis (e.g. annually). 

In thinking about the federal government, how much room is there to reduce red tape within the 
following agencies (e.g. streamline rules, simplify language, shorten forms) without negatively affecting 
health, safety and environmental outcomes? (% response)  

58

59

63

63

65

68

69

72

74

36

35

28

34

31

27

28

23

24

6

6

9

3

4

5

3

5

2

Canada Border Services Agency

Canadian Food Inspection Agency

Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada

Transport Canada

Health Canada

Service Canada

Statistics Canada

Environment and Climate Change Canada

Canada Revenue Agency

Significant room Limited room No room
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We recommend the 

government focus on improving the quality of the interactions between government and 

citizens by targeting three service areas: 

1) Making it a priority to consistently treat citizens as “clients” who deserve helpful 

respectful service; 

2) Ensuring government information is in plain and accessible language; and, 

3) Ensuring information is consistent and reliable. 

the government make it a priority to: 

1. Improve the user-friendliness and design of the federal government website, 

Canada.ca, 

2. Provide ways to communicate online with government (e.g. live chat functions, call 

back numbers), 

3. Conduct transactions online (e.g. submitting forms, making payments), and 

 Utilize digital technology to ensure better information sharing between departments 

in order to reduce duplication

Should more business information be shared between government departments to reduce duplication?  
(% response)

69

15

11

5

Yes, as long as I have given permission

Yes, I want government departments to share information whether or not I have given permission

No, I don’t think government departments should share information

Don’t know
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CRA should work to simplify forms and utilize digital technologies by moving 

certain forms online, while providing assurance to business owners by confirming that 

documents have been properly received. 

CRA should also look to simplify processes and eliminate additional paperwork wherever 

possible.

We recommend that CRA consider allowing a 

reasonable amount of car expenses without a logbook, which would reduce the red tape 

around tracking these kinds of business expenses.

CRA must ensure better communications within 

its collections branch, as well as between other branches within CRA.

CRA 

should ensure that these terms remain in place. Business owners should also be notified 

when a new agent is assigned to their file to make sure they are aware of who they can 

contact.
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, CRA should ensure better awareness of online 

services such as My Business Account as well as expand specialised services such as the 

Dedicated Telephone Service (DTS) for tax providers.

We recommend 

that CRA reduce its target response time for enquiries received through My Business 

Account from 10 days to 3 days. CRA should also consider expanding the mandate of the 

Dedicated Telephone Service (DTS) for tax providers to allow for a wider variety of 

questions that can be answered.

We recommend that the government allow business 

owners to easily access tools that use artificial intelligence that can enable them to make 

educated determinations about whether or not they are in compliance and ensure that CRA 

officially recognizes and honours these determinations.

we recommend 

that the federal government continue to play a leadership role by encouraging the 

provinces to move faster on addressing interprovincial trade barriers including 

recommending that they look at mutual recognition rather than regulatory harmonization in 

order to progress more quickly.
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Labour 

Trends: limitations on growth 

we recommend that 

the government create an EI training tax credit which can help to recognize small business 

investments in informal training.  

23
 CFIB, Small Business, Big Investment: Improving training for tomorrow’s workforce, September 2015. 
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 we 

recommend that the government implement an EI holiday for hiring youth between the ages 

of 15 to 24.

Average training cost per employee, by type of employee, 2014 

Training in Your Business Survey

we recommend that the 

government introduce a federal tax credit for employers who engage in WIL.

$1,480

$2,827

$4,243

All other staff

New hire with experience

New hire with no experience
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Should the federal government introduce a tax credit for employers who hire a student enrolled in a co-
operative education program? (% response) 

 we recommend that the 

government ensure that the eligibility for the apprenticeship tax credit starts the month the 

apprentice begins their paid apprenticeship, not the month in which they are registered as 

an apprentice. 

We also recommend that this be applied retroactively for 

businesses who may have previously been denied the credit.

we recommend the government expand the list of officially 

recognized Red Seal trades to include a broader group of skilled trades, such as computer 

technicians, locksmiths, tailors, equipment mechanics and dressmakers

 

Yes , 64

No, 24

No interest, 2

Undecided, 
10
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CFIB calls on 

government to ensure that employers have a say in the type of training associated with the 

Canada Training Benefit and in the timing of the leave. The same should apply at the 

provincial level. 

we recommend that anyone requesting training requiring a 

leave must have had a minimum of 12 months of continuous employment with the same 

employer and provide the employer with at least three months’ notice

We recommend that the government conduct a full review of the LMIA process 

to reduce the complexity of applications, improve government customer service, and 

significantly reduce delays in processing applications.

We encourage the government 

to build on this initiative in order to create a federal pathway to permanent residency for 

workers of all skill levels, including Temporary Foreign Workers, such as an “Introduction 

to Canada Visa.”

the 

government should look to improve and expand pilot programs that promote employer-led 
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immigration, specifically working to address the issues around retention. One solution may 

be to require the new immigrant to remain with that employer for a defined period of time 

(i.e. 24 months) prior to them getting permanent residency.

“Many businesses in our sector could simply not operate without access to the 

foreign worker program, Government needs to streamline the program, remove 

the red tape and take a zero tolerance position with those employers and 

recruiters who are operating outside the law and rules of the program in order 

to protect the migrant workers who wish to come to Canada for legitimate jobs.” 

– Consultant, Alberta 

 
the government should ensure all economic immigration categories, such as 

the Canadian Experience Class, are accessible to workers at all skills level, including trades 

and semi-skilled occupational categories.

Conclusion and summary of recommendations 
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